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Abstract- This paper addresses the method for the
diagnosis and classification of bearing defects in an
induction motor. The normal current of the running motor
and voltage of the respective phase is used as the medium
for the analysis. The method uses discrete wavelet
transform as a tool for the classification of the faults. The
proposed method is independent of the loading conditions
of the motor and therefore analysis can also be done on
the no load condition of motor. The proposed method
can reliably distinguish between the inner race defect and
the outer race defects of the bearings. The application of
the same method is advantageous to detect an incipient
fault of the bearing in its early stage.

causes of failure. Therefore to avoid the failure and
reduce the downtime and maintenance cost the early
stage detection of the fault is essential. Presently
reasonably reliable techniques are available for detecting
bearing degradation. The most popular amongst these
methods are vibration signal analysis and the motor
current signature analysis. The approaches generally
involve monitoring and analysis of vibration signal.
Artificial intelligence plays a dominant role in the field of
condition monitoring and different techniques, such as
neural network; fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms are
being widely used for the feature extraction and
classification purposes [1-3]. Another tool that seems
very useful in fault detection is HMM. Its success in
speech recognition causes it to be used in fault detection
[4]. Though the vibration signal analysis plays an
important role in detection of mechanical faults
associated with motor the current signature analysis is
over taking it. The method that uses current or voltage
measurement offers several advantages over test
procedures that require machine to be taken off- line or
the methods that require special sensors to be mounted on
the motor. Whereas the current signature analysis does
not require such costly sensors, using current
transformers and data acquisition system, signals can be
captured.
The wavelet is now becoming more and more popular
than other methods of fault diagnosis because it permits
systematic decomposition of signal into its sub band
levels. If the current signal consists of the non-stationary
or transient conditions the conventional Fourier transform
is not suitable and the time-frequency or time-scale
method has to be adopted. The wavelet was introduced by
Jean Morlet a French engineer in 1982. Newland was the
one whose work made wavelet transforms popular in
engineering field especially in vibration analysis. He has
not only proposed the harmonic wavelet but also
identified the peaks and packets of the transitory signals
[5]. The method based on the wavelet packet for the
diagnosis of failure of ball bearings was proposed by B.
Liu and S.F. Ling [6]. Loparo used the wavelet transform
as tool for feature extraction and fuzzy classifier for
detection of fault in bearing [7]. In [8], J.C. Garcia-Prada,
C. Castejon, and O.J. Lara have proposed a new condition

Keywords: Induction Motor, Fault Diagnosis, Wavelet
Analysis, Bearing Defects.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays induction motor has got prime importance
in industries as well as in the power system. The
induction motor for the various electrical applications
consumes ample amount of power generated in the world,
as it has got a wide range of applications in the industries.
Having such an application range, induction motor is
always subjected to various electrical as well as
mechanical faults. These faults can be classified as
follows stator winding fault or inter turn short circuit
fault
• Bearing faults
• Air gap eccentricity
• Broken rotor bars
• Misalignment of rotor
If preventive maintenance is not given due importance
such faults can turn into failure of motors. Failure of an
induction motor can result into loss of production or it
may shutdown the processing units. One cannot afford a
loss because of failure of motor. Therefore a reliable
monitoring technique is required in order to reduce the
loss and the maintenance cost of the motor. Since a
decade or more substantial amount of work is going on in
the field of condition monitoring. A study has been made
to know the cause of failure of an induction motor, the
survey report of EPRI suggests that the main cause of
failure is the defective bearing that figures 42% of total
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particularly in the presence of fundamental and low order
harmonics of transient signals. Hence, Wavelet is a
powerful time frequency method to analyze a signal
within different frequency ranges by means of dilating
and translating of a single function called Mother
wavelet.
Formulation of DWT is related to filter bank theory in
many of the good references. It divides the frequency
band of input signal into high and low frequency
components by using high pass h(k) and low pass g(k)
filters. This operation may be repeated recursively,
feeding the down sampled low pass filter output into
another identical filter pair, decomposing the signal into
approximation c(k) and detail coefficients d(k) for various
resolution scales. In this way, DWT may be computed
through a filter bank framework, in each scale, h(k) and
g(k) filter the input signal of this scale, giving new
approximation and detailed coefficients respectively. The
filter bank framework is shown in Figure 1. The down
pointing arrow denotes decimation by two and boxes
denote convolution by h(k) or g(k).

monitoring technique for detection and classification of
bearing faults. They used DWT for the feature extraction
and extracted features are then used as input to the neural
network for the classification of faults.
In this paper, a wavelet-based analysis is used for the
discrimination of the raceway defects in the ball bearings.
The proposed method is an experimental work carried out
in the laboratory. The motor is tested with different sets
and combination of bearings in different load conditions.
The stator current and phase voltage of the motor is used,
as the medium of analysis. It is worth to mention that the
results of the method are independent of the loading
condition of the motor and the analysis can be made on
no load. The results shows that proposed method can
reliably detect and discriminate the defects of ball
bearings.
II. WAVELET TRANSFORM AND DENOISING
A. Wavelet Transform
Wavelet analysis is about analyzing the signal with
short duration finite energy functions. They transform the
considered signal into another useful form. This
transformation is called Wavelet Transform (WT). Let us
consider a signal f(t), which can be expressed as
f (t ) = ∑ al φl (t )
(1)
l

where, l is an integer index for the finite or infinite sum.
Symbol al are the real valued expansion coefficients,
while φl(t) are the expansion set.
If the equation (1) is unique, the set is called a basis
for the class of functions that can be so expressed. The
bases are orthogonal if
(2)
ϕl (t ), ϕ k (t ) = ∫ ϕl (t )ϕ k (t )dt = 0 k ≠ l

Figure 1. Two band multi-resolution analysis of signal

The coefficients of filter pair are associated with the
selected mother wavelet. Daubechies wavelet family is
mostly used for analysis of power system transients. In
this paper, Daubechies (db-4) wavelet is used as the
mother wavelet, due to its good time resolution that
provides accurate detection of fast transients.

Then coefficients can be calculated by the inner product
as
f (t ), ϕk (t ) = ∫ f (t ) ϕk (t ) dt
(3)
If the basis set is not orthogonal, then a dual basis set
φk(t) exists such that using (3) with the dual basis gives
the desired coefficients. For wavelet expansion, equation
(1) becomes
(4)
f (t ) = ∑ ∑ a j , k ϕ j , k (t )
k

B. Wavelet Denoising
Assume a finite length signal with a additive noise of
the form
yi (t ) = fi (t ) + ε ni (t )
(5)
In equation (5), fi(t) is finite length signal that is
corrupted with zero mean, white Gaussian noise ni(t) with
noise level ε. The goal is to recover the signal fi(t) from
the noisy data yi(t) without assuming any parametric
structure for fi(t).
There are major three steps for carrying out denoising
of signal, generally called as wavelet coefficients
shrinkage technique:
Step 1: Calculate wavelet coefficients w applying a
wavelet transform (WT) to a signal or data.
WT {yi (t )} = WT { f i (t )} + WT {ε ni (t )}
(6)
Step 2: Modify the detail coefficients w by applying
certain threshold value to obtain shrink version detailed
coefficients of fi(t).
yields
(7)
w ⎯⎯⎯
→ w

j

In (4), j and k are both integer indices and φjk(t) are the
wavelet expansion function that usually form an
orthogonal basis. The set of expansion coefficients ajk are
called Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT).
There are varieties of wavelet expansion functions (or
also called as a Mother Wavelet) available for useful
analysis of signals. Choice of particular wavelet depends
upon the type of applications. If the wavelet matches the
shape of signal well at specific scale and location, then
large transform value is obtained, vice versa happens if
they do not correlate. This ability to modify the frequency
resolution can make it possible to detect signal features
which may be useful in characterizing the source of
transient or state of post disturbance system. In particular,
capability of wavelets to spotlight on short time intervals
for high frequency components improves the analysis of
signals with localized impulses and oscillations
12
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Step 3: Innverse transfform the modified
m
dettailed
coefficients to
t obtain denooised coefficieents.
(8)
fˆi (t ) = WT −1 {w }

III. BE
EARING: AN
N OVERVIEW
The
T ball bearring generallyy comprises of
o balls, cage,,
inneer race and an outer race. Thhe large race that goes intoo
a bo
ore is called as
a the outer raace, and the sm
mall race thatt
the shaft
s
rides in is
i called as thee inner race. A cage is thatt
part of bearing whhich holds all the balls togeether. Generall
defeects that causee-bearing failuure are inner race defects,,
outeer race defectts, cage defeccts and rollin
ng element orr
ball defects. Theere may be sseveral reason
ns of bearingg
ure but very common
c
are iimproper lubrrication and a
failu
leak
kage current causing capaciitance to form
m between thee
rings of bearing.. Rolling-elem
ment bearingss often workk
metimes-minorr
welll in non-ideeal conditionns, but som
prob
blems cause bearings to faill quickly and mysteriously..
For example, withh a stationaryy (non-rotating
g) load, smalll
vibrations can graadually press out the lubriicant betweenn
the races and balls, without llubricant the bearing fails..
b
causses the eccen
ntricity to bee
The failure of bearings
prod
duced inside thhe motor. Thee eccentricity makes the airr
gap between statoor and rotor unneven that chaanges the ratee
c
of fluxx linkage. Thhis change in
n rate of fluxx
of change
linkaage forces thee current to cchange in succh a way thatt
moto
or takes largeer current thaan normal co
ondition. Thiss
exceessive currentt results in ovver heating off winding thatt
lead
ds to the failurre of motor. Thhis makes thee bearing faultt
the most severe and
a hence neeed to monito
or the bearingg
dition.
cond

There arre variety of wavelets thoose can be used,
u
which differr in their suppport, symmetrry and number of
vanishing moments.
m
In addition to waavelet, one has to
select the nuumber of mullti-resolution levels
l
and opptions
for handling values at the edges.
As mentiioned in step 2, the detaileed coefficientss can
be modified using thhe threshold selection. The
thresholding method can be grouped in followingg two
categories:
B.1. Global Threshold
d: Here, a single valuee for
threshold λ too be applied globally
g
to all empirical waavelet
coefficients.
B.2. Level Dependent
D
T
Threshold:
Inn this, a diffferent
threshold vaalue λj is chossen for each resolution levvel j.
These threshholds require an
a estimate off the noise levvel ε.
The robust esstimate for thee ε is proposedd as
median { wk }
N
k = 1, 2,...,
εˆ =
(9)
0.67445
2
In equation (9),
( wk is the detailed
d
coeffiicients at the finest
f
level and thee detailed coeffficients can be obtained as
⎛ w⎞
w = εˆ Dλ ⎜ ⎟
(10)
⎝ εˆ ⎠
where,
. is calledd shrinkage function, which
w
determines how
h
thresholdd is applied too data sets. There
T
are commonnly four threshhold functionss used in pracctice.
These are givven below:
1. Hard Thrreshold
for w > λ
⎪⎧w
(11)
DλH (w) = ⎨
otherwise
⎪⎩0
2. Soft Threshold
(12)
Dλs (w) = sgn((w) max(0, w − λ)
3. Garrote Threshold
T
⎧
λ2
for w > λ
λ ( w) = ⎪ w −
DG
⎨
W
⎪0
otheerwise
⎩

IV. EXPERIMEN
E
NTAL SET UP
Figure
F
2 show
ws the set up used for the experimentall
purp
pose. Mains fed
fe 2 Hp, 3 phhases, 50 Hz squirrel cagee
indu
uction motor made by thee leading Indiian Electricall
indu
ustry has beenn used for the analysis of bearing
b
faults..
The spring andd belt arranggement is used
u
for thee
mechanical loadinng of the motoor. The motorr comprises off
mbered as 62004 and 6205. The bearingss
two bearings num
haviing natural deefects caused bby the regularr operation off
moto
or were used in experimenntal study. Motor
M
is fittedd
with
h different com
mbination of bearings haviing inner racee
and outer race deffects. Stator cuurrent and phaase voltage off
e
combinaation of beaaring is thenn
the motor for each
capttured in ordeer to comparre with healtthy bearings..
Diffferent experim
ments were conducted with
w
differentt
com
mbinations of rear
r side and lload side beariings to accesss
the performance of these bearrings and its effect on thee
perfformance of motor.
m

(13)

4. Semi Soft Threshold
⎧0
W < λ1
⎪
λ2 ( w − λ1 )
⎪⎪
(14)
λ1 < w ≤ λ2
D λSS ( w) = ⎨sgn( w).
λ2 − λ1
⎪
⎪w
w > λ2
⎪⎩
Threshold λ can be obtaiined through various shrinnkage
m FDR, toop, sure, traanslation invaariant
rules like, min
thresholding,, Bays shrink etc. The univversal rule for onedimensional signal for caalculation of threshold vallue λ
f
is givven by (15).
independent of shrinkage function
(15)
λ = εˆ 2 logg N
In this paperr, global univeersal thresholdd rule is used with
soft thresholdd shrinkage fuunction.

F
Figure
2. Experim
mental set up
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Three cuurrents Ia, Ib and Ic and voltage Va were
captured usinng the experim
mental setup shown
s
in Figuure 2.
The Tektronnix DSO, TP
PS 2014 B, with 100 MHz
bandwidth annd adjustable sampling ratee of 1 GHz is used
to capture thhe currents. The
T Tektronix current probes of
rating 100 mV/A,
m
input raange of 0 to 700 Amps AC RMS,
R
100A peak annd frequency range DC to 100KHz
1
are used.
u
Figure 3 shows the seet of ball beaarings used foor the
b
used in this study are having naatural
study. The bearings
defects duee to their continuous operation. The
experimentattion was donee using the fouur sets of beaarings
with differennt defect in theeir races. Thee defected beaarings
in upper row
w are of load siide and the seecond row conntains
the bearings of rear side. A set of load side and rearr side
bearing has similar
s
defectt and are listedd below with their
age. Load sidde bearings arre numbered as
a LN, L0, L1, and
L2. Bearing LN is new bearing of standard
s
com
mpany
without any defect, whilee condition of L0 is simillar to
a is
LN, but is suuspected for inncipient fault and its used age
approximatelly 6-8 monthss. Used age off L1 is 2.5-3 years
y
and significant play waas observed in
i outer racee. In
bearing L2, inner race prroblem was observed
o
and used
life of it was approximatelly 5-6 years.
Rear sidee bearings aree numbered ass RN, R0, R11 and
R2. Bearing RN is new bearing of standard
s
com
mpany
without any defect, whilee condition of R0 is simillar to
w approxim
mately 6-8 moonths.
RN, but useed life of it was
Bearing R1 was
w having thhe significant play in outerr race
and estimateed used life of
o 2-3 years. Bearing
B
R2 iss 5-6
years old andd has inner racce defect.
Some of the bearings are having play
p
in their inner
a some beaarings
race that cauuses the rotor eccentricity and
are having piits on the outeer race due to which it cannnot be
fitted properlly in the beariing housings, hence makinng the
motion of rotor
r
eccentricc. The eccenntricities prodduced
may either be
b static or dyynamic dependding upon am
mount
of degradation of bearingg. As explainned, the defeect in
bearing resullts in change of amount off current draw
wn by
the motor, thhe analysis can
c be carriedd out in referrence
with the statoor current andd phase voltagge. Total 5000 sets
of signals weere captured on
o different looad conditionss and
at different mains
m
supply conditions.
c
Thhis captured daata is
then analyzed for the faults using discrete waavelet
p
transform forr classificationn of bearing problems.

f
motor fails
f
to acquiree rated speed and producess
set fitted,
loud
d hissing sound. The eccentrricity observeed is along thee
load
d side of the rootor.

(a)

(b)
F
Figure
3. Bearinggs under test:
(a) Loadd side bearings, (bb) Rear side bearings
Table 1. Beariing combinations and observed ecccentricity

1
2

Rear and Load
Side Beaaring
Combinaations
RN-L
L0
RN-L
L1

3

RN-L
L2

4

RN-L
L3

5
6

R0-L0
R0-L1

7

R0-L2

8

R0-L3

9

R1-L0

10
1

R1-L1

11
1

R1-L2

12
1

R1-L3

Sr.
S
No.
N

V. RESULTS AND
A
DISCUS
SSIONS
In the iniitial phase off study, the efffects of defeective
bearings werre observed allong the rotorr. For this purppose,
rotor was paainted with waashable ink. Rotor
R
marks under
u
the various combinations
c
of rear side and load beaarings
are observedd and studied. The possible combinationss and
type of eccenntricity observved by it is tabbulated in Tabble 1.
A few photographs
p
o rotor markks taken afterr the
of
experiments are given in the Figure 4((a)-(d), for vaarious
combinationss of bearings given in Tabble 1. Figure 4(a)
shows the 30%
3
static eccentricity
e
(sshown by arrrow)
observed in machine wheen motor is fitted with beaarings
R0-L3. It is important to note that L33 is scrap/obssolete
bearing havinng significantt play in innerr and outer race. It
is used life was
w approximaately 10 years. With this bearing

Typ
pe of
Eccen
ntricity
Obsserved
Sttatic
Sttatic
Static and
Both S
Dynnamic
Both S
Static and
Dynnamic
Sttatic
Sttatic
Static and
Both S
Dynnamic
Static and
Both S
Dynnamic
Sttatic
Static and
Both S
Dynnamic
Static and
Both S
Dynnamic
30%
% Static

ngth of Mark
Len
Obsserved in mm
4
5
3, 6 and 4
4,7 and 5
6
8
2, 3 and 9
4, 7 and 5
8
5 and 9
4 and 7
30 mm

Figure
F
4(b) shhows the staticc and dynamiic eccentricityy
obseerved at the ceenter of rotor in machine when
w
motor iss
fitted with beaarings R0-L11. In Figurre 4(c), forr
mbination R1-L2, static annd dynamic eccentricity
e
iss
com
obseerved along the rear sidde of rotor. Minor staticc
ecceentricity obserrved in Figure 4(d), for bearrings R0-L0.
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duction motorr
Therrefore, small changes in aair gap of ind
will result into ch
hanges in flux linkages in sttator winding..
n, rate of chaange of flux llinkage for an
ny one phasee
Then
can be
b written as
dψ a
(22))
= Va − Ras I as
dt
Disccritizing equaation (22), rresults into a differencee
equaation as given in (23).
ψ a (n) −ψ a (n − 1) = Va (n) − Ras I as (n)
(23))
This
T
differencce equation iis used to fin
nd out smalll
chan
nges in flux linkages of stator windin
ngs for smalll
chan
nges in air gapp deformations.

After phyysical inspectiions of markss on the rotor,, it is
observed thaat, minor channges occur in air
a gap througghout
axial length of motor, which
w
fails to appear in cuurrent
signature. Suuch minor chaanges in ecceentricity cannoot be
easily observvable in waveelet decompositions of currrents
under highlyy polluted suppply conditionns. Therefore,, it is
essential to have a sounnd feature exttraction proceedure
under such conditions.
u
To undeerstand the behavior off machine under
defective beearings, a diffference vectoor of voltagee and
current is inntroduced which determinees the changees in
flux linkagess of stator and rotor.

B. Algorithm
A
forr Proposed Sttrategy
To
T classify thhe incipient, inner race an
nd outer racee
prob
blems of beariings, the follow
wing algorithm
m is used.
Algo
orithm:
¾ Ca
apture a volttage and currrent of any one
o phase off
induction motorr.
¾ Fiind difference vector given by equation (2
23)
¾ De
enoise the difference vector up to secondd
deecomposition level
l
using dbb-4 wavelet.
¾ Ob
btain the denooised differencce vector.
¾ Ap
pply DWT to the differencee vector.
¾ Ob
bserve the dettailed wavelett coefficients at
a the level 2
¾ Drraw the concllusion from th
he pattern obsserved for thee
inn
ner and outer race defects.
The proposed straategy is applieed for various combinationss
of bearings
b
menttioned in sectiion 4 and obtained resultss
are summarized
s
b
below.

Figure 4. Ecceentricity observedd for various combbinations of beariings:
(aa) R0-L3, (b) R0--L1, (c) R1-L2, (dd) R0-L0

C. Effect
E
of Mech
hanical Load
ding
As
A the mechhanical loadinng arrangemeent was usedd
durin
ng the experim
mentation, thee first task of the
t study wass
to determine
d
thee effect of varying load
d conditions,,
becaause mechaniccal loading cann cause rotor misalignmentt
whicch in turn resuults into minorr changes in air
a gap length..
With
h this consideeration no connclusion can be
b made untill
deciision regardinng the effect of mechaniccal loading iss
taken into considderation. For this a machin
ne was fittedd
with
h the set of new
n
bearingss and voltagee and currentt
sign
nals were caaptured for ddifferent load
d conditions..
Wav
velet transform
m coefficientts comparison
n at differentt
load
d conditions is made annd found thaat level twoo
coeffficient remainns unaffected irrespective of
o the loadingg
cond
dition. Thus, a conclusioon regarding the type off
bearring defect can
c
be derivved by the analysis andd
obseervation of thee second levell.
The
T resulting DWT
D
decompposition of cap
ptured signalss
is ass shown below
w. Figure 5, sshows the two
o dyadic levell
discrrete wavelet decomposition for de-noissed differencee
vecttor (representted by ‘Signnal’ in figuree) formed byy
takin
ng differencee of phase vooltage and no load statorr
current signal caaptured whenn motor wass fitted withh
heallthy or new bearings considdered having no defect. Inn
figurre, d1 and d2 are the detailled coefficien
nts obtained att
deco
omposition leevels 1 andd 2, respectively. Whilee
apprroximate coeefficients of decomposed
d signal aree
represented as ‘aa2’. Similar results are shown
s
in thee
Figu
ure 6 for 75%,, of full load cconditions.

A. Computtation of Ch
hanges in Flux
F
Linkagees of
Stator and Rotor:
R
Proposed Strategy
Applyingg the Kirchofff’s voltage law
w gives the vooltage
equations forr a-b-c stator and
a rotor winddings
dΨ abcs
(16)
Vabcs = Rs I abbcs +
dt
where, Vabcs is the stator voltages for three phasess and
given by
T

Vabcs = ⎡⎣vas vbs vcs ⎤⎦
(17)
Similarly, Iabbcs is current vector for thhree phases annd is
denoted as

I abcs = ⎡⎣ias

ibs

T

ics ⎤⎦

(18)

while, the staator flux linkaages of stator windings is given
g
as
T

Ψ abcs = ⎣⎡ψ as ψ bs ψ cs ⎦⎤

(19)

The stator winding
w
resistaances are reprresented in matrix
m
form as
⎡ ras 0 0 ⎤
Rs = ⎢⎢ 0 rbbs 0 ⎥⎥
(20)
⎢⎣ 0 0 rcs ⎥⎦
Writing equaation (16) intoo component form
f
for a-phaase,
dψ a
(21)
Va = Ras Ia +
dt
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A pair of beearings that iss load side and
a
rear sidee
haviing similar defects is used ffor the analysiis. The statorr
current and phasee voltage are tthe medium off analysis andd
these signals are captured witth the currentt and voltagee
prob
bes of Tektronnix. The sampling frequency
y was kept 100
KHzz. These captured signals are then prrocessed withh
same discrete wavelet
w
transform. Both detailed andd
apprroximate coeff
fficients were aanalyzed.
The
T
data setss were prepaared for diffe
ferent loadingg
cond
ditions and different
d
defeects of beariing and thenn
com
mpared with data
d
sets of nnew or health
hy bearing onn
diffeerent loading condition. A strategy of comparison
c
iss
adop
pted throughoout the study. The resulting
g decomposedd
sign
nals of different bearings with differen
nt defects att
vario
ous loading conditions andd their comparrison with thee
deco
omposed signal of healthy bearing at vaarious loadingg
cond
ditions are shoown and discuussed here.
Figure 5. DWT of
o difference vecttor for healthy (N
New) bearing on no
n load

From Figgures 5-8, it can be seen that the natuure of
second levell of decompoosition is sam
me irrespectivve of
loading condditions. It is observed
o
in d2
d level that pulse
p
appears for thhe start and ennd of signal i.e. change in slope
s
of signal. Thhe difference seen is of magnitude
m
forr that
shows the vaarious loadingg conditions of the motor. These
T
results show that the naturre of second leevel is not affe
fected
due to the chhange in loadd, and hence can be considdered
insensitive too changes in loading
l
condittions. It repreesents
either the machine
m
is loaaded or not. Even thoughh the
mechanical loading
l
was used
u
there wass hardly any effect
e
of unbalancee and changinng magnitude of load. Hencce, as
the second level of deecomposition is insensitivve to
changes in looad conditionns, the comparrative analysiss can
be carried ouut on this levell itself.

Figuree 7. Bearing withh inner race defect

Fig 6: Result of heaalthy bearing on 75%
7
load

Figuree 8. Bearing withh outer race defect

D. Detection
n of Inner and
d Outer Racee Defects
For the detection
d
of innner and outeer race defectss, the
motor was fitted
f
with diffferent combinnations of bearing
R1, R2, L1 and L2 with new bearingss. Theses beaarings
with defects were obtainedd from the reppairing workshhops.
Bearings useed in the experrimentation were
w having naatural
defects and no
n tampering or an artificiaal defect is creeated
in the bearinggs.

Figures
F
7 and 8 show the ddecomposition
n of differencee
vecttor signal for motor
m
at no looad and equipped with new
w
load
d side bearing with the rear side bearing having defectt
in itts inner race (R2) and outter race (R1), respectively..
Rem
markable differrentiation cann be observed at d2 level off
deco
omposition. As
A there is no eeffect of changing load andd
the unbalance
u
creeated by mechanical loadin
ng on secondd
level the conclusiion can be draawn from thiss level. In thee
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d2 level of decomposition
d
n for inner raace and outer race
defects, the nature of envvelope observved is differennt for
either case.
Similar kind of envvelope was observed before
denoising thhe signal. Thhe comparativve waveform
ms of
second level of decompossition for heaalthy and defeective
bearings befo
fore denoising are shown inn Figure 9. Firrst of
the three waveforms is of normal or healthy bearing
followed by bearings havving inner racee defect and outer
race defect reespectively.

E. Detection
D
of In
ncipient Defeects
Previous
P
sections explain the signaturee analysis off
fully
y-grown up raace defects inn the bearingss. One of thee
impo
ortant observations from ssections is thaat, inner racee
and outer race deffects can be eeasily classifieed by carryingg
out analysis
a
at no load conditioon.
Detections
D
off slowly grow
wing or inciipient defectss
alwaays posed the challenges too the researcheers. Hence, too
detect the incipient fault ussing proposeed algorithm,,
machine was fittted with set of bearings suspected
s
forr
incip
pient defects. Decompositiion of differeence vector att
no load conditionn is shown in Figure 11. Frrom d2 level,,
the bearing
b
seemss to have no ddefects. But, machine
m
withh
set of
o bearing waas loaded to 775% of full lo
oad condition,,
and its DWT decoomposition off difference vector is givenn
in Figure
F
12. Observing d2 levvel, the bearing shows thee
charracteristic or signature of sslowly growin
ng inner racee
defeect.

Figure 9. Comparison of DWT coefficients onn no load for beariing
condittions: (a) healthy, (b) Inner race, (c) Outer race

Figurre 11. DWT of difference vector foor suspected bearring on no load

Figure 10. Com
mparison of DWT
T coefficients at rated
r
load for beaaring
condittions: (a) healthy, (b) Inner race, (c) Outer race

Figure 100 shows the comparative waveforms of
o d2
level for thhe bearings on
o rated loaad condition. The
discriminatioon between thee three differeent bearings caan be
clearly obserrved. By com
mparing Figurees 9 and 10, at
a no
load and rateed load condiition of motorr similar natuure of
waveforms can
c be observeed. The d2 levvel has a signnature
nature for thhe inner race and outer raace irrespectivve of
loading conddition. Hence,, proposed meethod can be used
effectively too detect the inner and outer race defects in
i the
bearings at no
n load conditiions also.

Figu
ure 12. DWT of difference
d
vector ffor suspected beaaring on 75% FL
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[10] W.T. Thomson and M. Fenger, “Current Signature
Analysis to Detect Induction Motor Faults”, IEEE
Industry Applications Magazine, Vol. 7, No. 4, pp. 26-34,
2001.
[11] R.R. Schoen, T.G. Habetler, F. Kamran and R.G.
Bartfield, “Motor Bearing Damage Detection using Stator
Current Monitoring”, IEEE Transactions on Industry
Applications, Vol. 31, No. 6, pp. 1274-1279, 1995.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the method based on the discrete wavelet
transform of difference vector for the detection and
classification of bearing defects is introduced. The
method uses stator current and voltage of any one phase
for the calculation of difference vector and it is found that
difference vector with DWT is an excellent tool for
detection of bearing race defects in induction motor. It is
found that the defects in inner race and outer race of the
bearings have different natures and do not change with
the changing load, for the different defects of the bearings
the specific nature of envelope is observed. The results
obtained shows that, the proposed method can reliably
detect and classify the bearing fault even at no load
condition of motor. Incipient defects can also be detected
easily, using the proposed algorithm.
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